03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11-12
13
14

- Car soaps

17

-Body brushes
-Truck brushes
-Push brooms and handles

18

-Carpet and upholstery
brushes
-Mop heads and kits
-Floor squeegee

19

-Chamois Cloths
-Microfiber towels
-Drying towels
-Paper towels
-Car wash mitts
-Water blades/squeegees

-Degreaser/ All purpose
-Tire/White wall cleaners
- Carpet/Upholstry cleaners
-Carpet cleaners/Upholstery cleaners
-Tire dressings (silicone based)
-Tire dressing (non silicone)
-Interior shine products
-Spray waxes
-Glass cleaners
-Auto body prep solvents
-Bug-Away
- Wheel cleaners
- Wheel acids

-Undercoating
-Air fresheners
- Bottles
-Sprayers
-Nozzles

15

-Toothbrush style brushes
-Vent and dash brushes
-Razors/scrapers

16

-Utility brushes
-White wall/sidewall brushes
-Fender and grille brushes
-Wire, spoke, and wheel
brushes
-Pet hair brush/Stone

20
21
22

-Magic hand Cleaner
-Sponges and applicators
-Clay bars
-Clay bar rags
-Surface prep towels
-Gloves

23-25
26
27-28
29

- Buffing and
polishing pads

-Orbital bonnets
- 3-M pads

- 3-M Polishes
- 3-M Compounds
- 3-M Sandpaper

TO VIEW YOUR SPECIAL PRICING SIGN UP HERE. ONCE
YOU HAVE SIGNED UP FOR YOUR PERSONALIZED
ACCOUNT YOU CAN VIEW ANY OF THE GOLD TOUCH
CATALOGS WITH YOUR PRICING.
Gold Touch is not responsible for any typographical or
pricing errors. If there is a pricing discrepancy, we will
honor any pricing error to a reasonable conclusion.

DETAIL SUPPLIES
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CAR SOAPS

WASH & WAX

CHERRY BOMB

MULD017B

PART #

SIZE

MULD017B1G
MULD017B5G
MULD017B55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

MULD017A

PART #

SIZE

MULD017A1G
MULD017A5G
MULD017A55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

BLUE LIQUID SOAP
MULD007AAC

PART #

SIZE

MULD007AAC1G
MULD007AAC5G
MULD007AAC55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

WASH & WAX is a highly concentrated
car wash soap that features high
stable foam that removes dirt and
grime. Carnauba wax is added which
provides to leave an excellent shine
and maximum beading action.

CHERRY BOMB is a thick highly
concentrated liquid soap that features
rich, durable foam that lifts and holds
dirt in suspension. It holds a film-free
rinsing action and a nice cherry scent.

BLUE LIQUID SOAP is a highly
concentrated, scentless car wash soap
that features high stable foam that
removes dirt and grime.

Directions for Use:
1) Mix 5 ounces of soap in 5 gallons of water (1:128).
2) Wet vehicle with cool water and apply soap
solution.
3) Do not allow soap solution to dry on surface.
4) Agitate solutions with sponge or wash mitt including wheel wells (using separate mitt)
5) Rinse vehicle from top to bottom using low
pressure.
6) Remove excess water with chamois.

Directions for Use:
1) Mix 5 ounces of soap in 5 gallons of water (1:128).
2) Wet vehicle with cool water and apply soap
solution.
3) Before the soap dries rinse vehicle from top to
bottom using low pressure.
4) Remove excess water with chamois.

Directions for Use:
1) Mix 5 ounces of soap in 5 gallons of water (1:128).
2) Wet vehicle with cool water and apply soap
solution.
3) Do not allow soap solution to dry on surface.
4) Agitate solutions with sponge or wash mitt including wheel wells (using separate mitt)
5) Rinse vehicle from top to bottom using low
pressure.
6) Remove excess water with chamois.

RETURN TO INDEX
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DEGREASERS

DEVIL’S SPIT
PART #
MULF001D1G
MULF001D5G
MULF001D55G

MULF001D

SIZE

PRICE

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

DEVIL’S SPIT is a heavy duty industrial
cleaner/degreaser. This product is
extremely strong so follow suggested
dilution directions depending on your
personal use.

Always test a small area before using as an allpurpose cleaner.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding areas.
Rinse thoroughly.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT: remember to
pre-rinse any exterior surfaces that may
come in contact with this product.
Directions for Use:
ENGINES:
DEVIL’S SPIT can be diluted up to 6:1 if engine is
not overly greasy. Try a weaker dilution instead.
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING:
Mix 1 part solution with 20 parts water (1:20) for
most general cleaning needs.

HOT STUFF
MULE007

PART #

SIZE

MULE0071G
MULE0075G
MULE00755G

ALL PURP

PRICE

PART #

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

MULF0021G
MULF0025G
MULF00255G

HOT STUFF is a concentrated, purple,
heavy-duty, water-based cleaner/
degreaser. It is a low foaming high
alkaline solution that is formulated for
both interior and exterior and exterior
use.
DO NOT apply directly to painted

surfaces, aluminum or mag wheels.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.

Directions for Use:
INTERIOR USE:
HOT STUFF can be used on rubber, plastic & vinyl
surfaces with a suggested dilution of (1:15).
EXTERIOR USE:
HOT STUFF can be used to clean engines, grillwork,
rocker panels, wheel wells & tires with a suggested
dilution of (1:5)

MULF002

SIZE

PRICE

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

ALL-PURP is a concentrated, purplish,
medium-to-heavy-duty, waterbased
cleaner and degreaser. It is low
foaming and is formulation for both
interior and exterior use.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.

Directions for Use:
INTERIOR USE:
ALL PURP can be used on rubber, vinyl, and plastic
interiors. Suggested dilution for interior use is
(1:10).
EXTERIOR USE:
ALL PURP can be used for cleaning engines,
grillwork and rocker panels. Suggested dilution for
exterior use is (1:4).

MAXIMUM BLUE
MULE004

MAXIMUM BLUE is a concentrated allpurpose citrus based cleaner. It is light
to medium-duty and removes dirt and
grease. It is ideal for upholstery and
vinyl.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.

PART #

SIZE

MULE0041G
MULE0045G
MULE00455G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

RETURN TO INDEX

Directions for Use:
INTERIOR USE:
1) Mix 1 part product with 10 parts water (1:10).
2) Spray product on towel, brush or applicator pad.
3) Apply to desired surface and agitate.
4) Use a clean towel to completely dry the area.
UPHOLSTERY USE:
1) Use on carpet/upholstery should be mixed (1:5).
2) Spray product on towel, brush or applicator pad.
3) Apply to desired surface and agitate.
4) Use a clean towel to completely dry the area.
EXTERIOR USE:
1) Mix 1 part product with 5 parts water (1:5).
2) Spray on surface and allow soaking for one minute.
3) Use a sponge or other type of pad to agitate the
solution.
4) Rinse thoroughly with hard pressure.
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HEAVY DUTY CLEANERS

CITRUS ALL PURPOSE
MULZ496105

TIRE BRITE

WHAMO

MULE001S

PART #

SIZE

MULE001S1G
MULE001S5G
MULE001S55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

TIRE BRITE is a concentrated, yellow,
alkaline cleaner designated for
removing scuff marks, grease, and
road film from tires and white walls.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.

Directions for Use:
TIRES & WHITE WALLS:
1) Wet down wheel and surrounding surfaces prior to
applying product.
2) Mix one part product with one part water (1:1) and
spray on tires.
3) Allow to soak for one minute and scrub lightly if
necessary.
4) Rinse thoroughly with water and under hard spray.

MULE001

PART #

SIZE

MULE0011G
MULE0015G
MULE00155G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

WHAMO is a clear, concentrated,
highly alkaline, water-based tire and
whitewall cleaner. It is formulated to
remove scuff marks, dirt, grease and
road film from tires and white walls.

DO NOT apply directly to painted
surfaces, aluminum or mag wheels.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:
TIRES & WHITE WALLS:
1) Wet down wheel and surrounding surfaces prior to
applying product.
2) Mix one part product with one part water (1:1) and
spray on tires.
3) Allow to soak for one minute and scrub lightly if
necessary.
4) Rinse thoroughly with water and under hard spray.

RETURN TO INDEX

PART #

SIZE

PRICE

MULZ496105EA
MULZ496105CS

1 can
12 cans y

ALL PURPOSE DREGREASER is an amazing
Dextro-limonene all natural citrus extract,
multi-purpose aerosol foaming degreaser/
deodorizer designed for industrial and
institutional applications. It is very
effective for degreasing vertical surfaces.
This product is particularly effective
in an environment that is around any
type of oily and greasy surfaces, and in
industrial/automotive areas for heavy-duty
degreasing. This degreaser can be used
safely with minimal protective equipment.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

GENERAL DEGREASING (for break rooms, restrooms, plastics,
equipment, appliances, etc.):
1) Spray foam directly on surfaces soiled with dirt, grease or
grime.
2) Allow to sit for a few seconds.
3) Wipe clean with a damp cloth or sponge.
HEAVY-DUTY DEGREASING (for industrial, institutional,
automotive areas, removing grease, oil, inks, carbons, dyes,
latex, adhesive reside, road tar and cosmoline.):
1) Spray foam directly on surfaces
2) Agitate if necessary.
3) Wipe clean with damp cloth or sponge

5
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CARPET CLEANERS

SUPER DUTY PLUS

MULH500 or MULH501 (inverted can)

BRITE SPOT

H.D. EXTRACTOR

MULE050

PART #

SIZE

MULE050QT
MULE0501G

1 quart
1 gallon

PRICE

BRITE SPOT is a concentrated spot
remover. It has low-foaming, deep
cleaning action and removes most
stains.
Directions for Use:
1) Mix one part product with 4 parts water (1:4)
2) Lightly spray product on fabric to be cleaned.
3) Allow product to dwell for several minutes, then
agitate with sponge or brush.
4) Re-vacuum area treated.

PART #

(with fresh scent)
MULE045

SIZE

MULE0451G
MULE0455G
MULE04555G

PRICE

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

H.D. EXTRACTOR is a clear,
concentrated extraction fluid and color
brightener which is low-foaming with a
citrus scent. It is formulated to safely
remove dirt and grease from all types
of carpeting and upholstery.
Directions for Use:
BY HAND:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mix 1 part H.D. EXTRACTOR with 10 parts water (1:10).
Test a small area of fabric to ensure color fastness.
Apply solution to fabric, being careful not to saturate.
Scrub surface with an upholstery brush, towel dry.

PART #

SIZE

MULH500EA
MULH500CS
MULH501EA
MULH501CS

19oz can
12 cans
19oz can
12 cans

PRICE

SUPER DUTY PLUS is a general
purpose cleaner with a spearmint
scent. It is a dry foam and is safe to
use since it contains no Methylene
Chloride. SUPER DUTY PLUS cleans,
velour, cloth, carpets and upholstery.
It Gently foams away soil, dirt, and
grime. It will not soak into fabric and
will leave the surface clean and dry.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:
1) Shake well and hold can 6” from surface.
2) Clean area approximately 2 sq. ft. at a time.
3) Brush briskly and wipe with a clean dry towel.
4) If necessary, on heavily soiled areas repeat
application.

EXTRACTOR MACHINE:

1) Mix 1 part H.D. EXTRACTOR with 30 parts water (1:30).
2) Test small area of fabric to ensure color fastness.
3) Pre-soak any heavy stains with spot remover.
4) Clean by following instructions given by machine
manufacturer.

RETURN TO INDEX
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SILICONE-BASED TIRE DRESSING

SUPER CHERRY DRESSING
MULC002

PART #

SIZE

MULC0021G
MULC0025G
MULC00255G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

SUPER BLUE DRESSING

SUPER H2O

MULC003SBD

PART #

SIZE

MULC003SBD1G
MULC003SBD5G
MULC003SBD55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

SUPER CHERRY DRESSING is the #1
favorite among our customers. It is a
silicone-based vinyl, rubber and tire
dressing that produces a high gloss
shine with a fresh cherry scent. No
slinging and fast dry time. A little goes
a long way so less usage means less
cost!

SUPER BLUE DRESSING is another
favorite among our customers. It is a
silicone-based vinyl, rubber and tire
dressing that produces a medium-high
gloss shine with a fresh cherry scent.
No slinging and fast dry time. A little
goes a long way so less usage means
less cost!

Directions for Use:
1) Apply product to a clean dry tire using an
applicator pad.
2) Always allow product to dry before moving vehicle.
** REMEMBER: Avoid making surfaces slippery. Do
not apply product to seat bottoms, steering wheels,
or foot controls. Any tire dressing will sling and may
cause stains if not properly applied and dried.

Directions for Use:
1) Apply product to a clean dry tire using an
applicator pad.
2) Always allow product to dry before moving vehicle.
** REMEMBER: Avoid making surfaces slippery. Do
not apply product to seat bottoms, steering wheels,
or foot controls. Any tire dressing will sling and may
cause stains if not properly applied and dried.

RETURN TO INDEX

MULC002H

PART #

SIZE

MULC002H1G
MULC002H5G
MULC002H55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

SUPER H20 DRESSING is a waterbased vinyl and rubber dressing
containing silicone for both interior
and exterior use. It can also be used
to shine engines!

OHIO CUSTOMERS:
This product is V.O.C. Compliant.

Directions for Use:
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR:

1) Moisten a clean applicator sponge and wipe on vinyl and
rubber surfaces.
2) Allow to dry to touch or wipe dry with a clean cloth.

ENGINE:

1) Spray entire engine.
2) Allow to air dry before starting vehicle.

PREFERRED METHOD FOR TIRES:
Wipe on and allow to dry

** REMEMBER: This product produces a slippery finish. Do not
apply to brake or clutch petal or rubber floor mats.
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BODY SHOP SAFE TIRE DRESSING
DRESSALL LO AERO DRESSING
MULC777B

Directions for Use:
1) Apply product to a clean tire using an applicator
pad.
2) Always allow product to dry before moving vehicle.
** REMEMBER: Avoid making surfaces slippery. Do
not apply product to seat bottoms, steering wheels,
or foot controls. Any tire dressing will sling and may
cause stains if not properly applied and dried.

DRESSALL LO-AERO dressing is a high gloss rubber
and tire dressing. It is a NON-SILICONE dressing so it
is perfectly safe to use in or near body shops.

PART #

SIZE

MULC777B1G
MULC777B5G
MULC777B55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

AB-1 DRESSING
MULC0085

Directions for Use:
1) Apply product to a clean tire using an applicator
pad.
2) Always allow product to dry before moving vehicle.
** REMEMBER: Avoid making surfaces slippery. Do not
apply to brake or clutch pedals or rubber floor mats!!

AB-1 is a high gloss rubber and tire dressing that is
NON-SILICONE which means it is safe for body shop
use! Can be used for tires and exterior trim.

PART #

SIZE

MULC00851G
MULC00855G
MULC008555G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

AEROSOL SHINE

DRESSALL MEGA GLOSS
PART #
MULH339EA
MULH339CS

MULH339

SIZE

PRICE

14oz can
12 cans

DRESSALL MEGA GLOSS is the Professional
Detailers #1 Choice! It’s a silicone-based
aerosol tire and interior waterproof treatment
with a super high gloss that leaves no mess,
long lasting, and no wiping needed. It protects
rubber, plastic, vinyl, and leather. Leaves behind
a fresh custom scent and a fantastic mirror
shine.
Directions for Use:
FOR TIRES:
1) Spray on clean tire.
2) Make sure you cover all of the sidewall evenly
to give you a mirror like shine and keep your tires
looking brand new.
FOR INTERIOR:
1) Spray or wipe on plastic, vinyl, dash, etc..
2) Will leave you with a long lasting customer scent to
go along with your amazing shine!

SHINE PLUS
PART #

MULZ494735

SIZE

MULZ494735EA
MULZ494735CS

PRICE

1 can
12 cans

SPRAYWAY INSTANT SHINE
PART #

MUL936

MUL936EA
MUL936CS
SHINE PLUS is a fast drying, semi-gloss, aerosol MUL938EA
MUL938CS
silicone spray that treats, shines, and protects
rubber, vinyl, and plastic surfaces. It has a great
watermelon scent which leaves the interior
smelling great! There’s no wiping required and
it’s excellent for hard to reach areas.

Directions for Use:
INTERIOR:
1) Shake can well before using.
2) Prepare surface. Remove dirt, dust, oil and grease.
Dry surface.
3) Test spray on inconspicuous area or scrap piece to
check compatibility.
4) Hold can 10 to 12” from surface. Use a stroking
motion. Apply two or more coats rather than one
heavy coat. For best results spray at 70°F to 80°F.
5) Polish surface, if desired, using a soft cloth after
allowing spray to dry a few minutes.

RETURN TO INDEX

MUL938

SIZE

PRICE

11oz can
12 cans
11oz can
12 cans

Use SPRAYWAY AUTO CARE INSTANT SHINE
any time your vehicle needs a wake-up call.
Bring life to dull trim and tires and add pizzazz
to flat vinyl upholstery. Instant Shine is silicone
based and will not make surfaces sticky or
greasy. It creates a like-new sheen on rubber
and vinyl surfaces without an unpleasant film.
Your vehicle will look professionally detailed
after using Instant Shine. After all, this is what
the pros use to add the finishing touch to their
customers’ vehicles! Also available in NONSILICONE (MUL938).
Directions for Use:
1) Clean surface before use.
2) Just spray on and buff or let dry to a “like new”
shine.
3) Avoid over spraying on flooring as surface may
become slippery.
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WAXES
SNAPPY SHINE

MULA018
SNAPPY SHINE is a spray-on-wipe-off cleaner
and quick shine. It is silicone-based. Snappy
Shine removes dust, fingerprints and other
smudges to give your surface a great show
room shine!

PART #

SIZE

MULA018QT
MULA0181G

32oz
1 gallon

PRICE

Directions for Use:
1) Ensure that the surface to be cleaned is cool to
the touch.
2) Spray product directly on desired surface.
3) Wipe product with a clean, soft cloth.
4) Turn cloth over and buff surface to the desired
gloss level.

CHERRY SPRAY WAX

MULA030
CHERRY SPRAY WAX is a silicone-free,
concentrated spray wax/rinse aid formulated to
promote faster water shielding and shine vehicle
surfaces. Can be applied thorugh an arch or
spray bottle.

PART #

SIZE

MULA0301G
MULA0305G
MULA03055G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

Directions for Use:
USE BY HAND:
1) Mix 1 gallon of Spray Wax with 10 gallons of
water (1:10).
2) Make sure that the areas being applied to are
clean and wet.
3) Lightly spray the wet surface with Spray Wax.
4) Rinse treated surface with water.
USE IN CAR WASH SYSTEMS:
1) Use through car wash dispensing system at the
rate of 10-12 ounces of solution per vehicle.

GLASS CLEANER

SPRAYWAY GLASS CLEANER
RTU GLASS CLEANER
MULE008A

PART #

MULS50

SIZE

PRICE

MULS50EA
19oz can
MULS50EA
12 can
SPRAYWAY GLASS CLEANER is streakless
MULE008A1G
1 gallon
with no ammonia. With a fresh, clean
MULE008A5G
5 gallon
fragrance this leaves no film. For cleaning
MULE008A55G
55 gallon
and polishing glass, mirrors, windshields
RTU GLASS CLEANER is a read-to-use,
and windows. This easy-to-use, fast acting
liquid glass cleaner which contains fast
product uses a clinging foam to break
drying alcohol and grease-cutting agents
up soils and hold them - even on vertical
for removing smoke and film from inside
surfaces! With an exclusive formulation
and outside glass, mirrors, and chrome.
using denatured alcohol and no ammonia,
RTU GLASS CLEANER is soap and ammonia this product cleans thoroughly, dries
quickly, requires no rinsing and leaves a
free.
pleasant, fresh aroma.
Directions for Use:

PART #

SIZE

PRICE

1) Can be diluted (2:1) for normal cleaning.
2) Wipe exterior glass in a side-to-side motion.
3) Spray cleaner directly on glass and wipe dry using
a clean, lint free cloth.

Directions for Use:
1) Spray on fine mist and wipe clean.
2) For best results, polish with a lint-free, cotton
cloth.
Unplug energized electrical equipment prior to use.
NOT for use on non-glass flat panel tvs.

RETURN TO INDEX
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AUTO BODY PREP SOLVENTS/CLEANERS

ERADICATOR

MULF006**
ERADICATOR is a body prep solvent
that removers tar, wax, grease &
adhesives. ERADICATOR prepares
surfaces for painting and polishing. It
has a quick dry time and washes off
with ease. It can also be used as a
carpet pre-spotter.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

EXTERIOR:
1) Spray product directly on painted surface, more liberally on
tar and grease areas allowing tar and grease to soften.
2) Wipe off.
3) For best results, wash with car soap and water when
finished.
CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY:
1) Spray product directly on grease and tar spots on fabric.
2) Allow to remain until the stain begins to resolve.
3) Wipe with clean towel to remove residue.
4) Follow fabric cleaning by shampooing the treated area with
our H.D. EXTRACTOR
**REMEMBER: Be sure painted surfaces are cool to touch
before applying product. Overheated surface may produce
unsatisfactory results. Always follow paint manufacturer’s
recommendations when working on freshly painted surfaces.

PART #

SIZE

MULF0061G

1 gallon

TAKE OFF

MULF003
TAKE OFF is a ready-to-use body prep
solvent formulated to remove
grease, tar & wax from exterior
surfaces and rinse freely. Can also be
used as interior spot remover.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

EXTERIOR GREASE, TAR & WAX REMOVAL:
1) Apply product with trigger sprayer to painted surface.
2) Agitate solvent on vehicle with applicator pad.
3) Thoroughly pressure rinse areas clean.
INTERIOR SPOT REMOVAL:
1) Thoroughly vacuum area to be treated.
2) Brush fabric with utility brush to separate fibers.
3) Lightly spray product on fabric to be cleansed.
4) Allow product to dwell for several minutes, agitate with
sponge or brush then towel dry.
5) Re-vacuum area treated.

PART #

SIZE

MULF0031G
MULF0035G

1 gallon
5 gallon

PRICE

BUG-A-WAY

MULE003A***
BUG-A-WAY is a deep penetrating
action-concentrated bug remover. It is
effective and easy to use and ready to
use.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

1) Ready to use!
2) Spray or wipe on covering the entire area to be cleaned.
3) Allow to dwell.
4) Stubborn stains may require the use of a bug sponge.
5) Wash vehicle and/or rinse thoroughly.
*** REMEMBER: SAFE FOR ALL SURFACES WHEN USED
AS DIRECTED. THIS PRODUCT WILL STAIN CERTAIN
FINISHES IF USED TO STRONG.

PART #

SIZE

MULE003A1G
MULE003A5G
MULE003A55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gallon

PRICE

PRICE

LABEL REMOVER
ALR is an adhesive label remover that
is formulated to help with the removal
of decals, labels, and stickers. It is
also used for the removal of adhesive
residue from automotive glass,
bumpers, and painted surfaces. ALR is
a blend of organic solvents which can
also be used as an interior or exterior
degreaser.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Rinse thoroughly.

RETURN TO INDEX

ALR

MULF007***
Directions for Use:

AS A BODY PREP SOLVENT:
1) Spray or wipe on surface.
2) Wash vehicle or wipe off panels with a clean cloth.
AS A LABEL REMOVER:
1) Apply directly to decal with a soft cloth.
2) Work ALR into and under decal starting at the edges.
3) Wipe treated area with a dry cloth.
***REMINDER: Do not allow ALR to dwell on surface for more
than ONE MINUTE!

PART #

SIZE

MULF0071G

1 gallon

PRICE
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WHEEL CLEANERS

WHITE LIGHTNING

WIRE WHEEL

MULE011J **

PART #

SIZE

MULE011J1G
MULE011J5G

1 gallon
5 gallon

PRICE

WHITE LIGHTNING is a one-step
concentrated acid cleaner. This is a
highly concentrated acid-based product.
Suggested dilution is (1:8) depending upon
application.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

1) Wet down wheel and surrounding painted surfaces before
applying wheel cleaner.
2) Mix 1 part cleaner with 4 parts water (1:4).
3) Spray on one wheel at a time.
4) Allow to soak NO MORE THAN A MINUTE!!!!
5) Rinse with a hard spray.
** REMEMBER: Repeated application will damage wheel surface.
Gold Touch, inc is not responsible for any possible damages
from the use or misuse of this product. READ PRODUCT LABEL
FOR FULL DETAILS.

MAG-ALUMINUM

MULE011 **

PART #

SIZE

MULE0111G
MULE0115G
MULE01155G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

PRICE

WIRE WHEEL is a clear, one-step
concentrated acid cleaner.
FAVORITE AMONG CUSTOMERS
This is a concentrated acid-based product.
Suggested dilution is (1:4) depending upon
application.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

1) Mix 1 part cleaner with 4 parts water (1:4) depending
upon application. Pretest on an inconspicuous area before
applying.
2) Spray on one wheel at a time.
3) Allow to soak NO MORE THAN A MINUTE!!!!
4) Rinse thoroughly
** REMEMBER: Repeated application will damage wheel surface.
Gold Touch, inc is not responsible for any possible damages
from the use or misuse of this product. READ PRODUCT LABEL
FOR FULL DETAILS.

RETURN TO INDEX

MULE011A **

PART #
MULE011A1G
MULE011A5G
MULE011A55G

SIZE

PRICE

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gal

MAG-ALUMINUM is a clear, one-step acid
based aluminum wheel cleaner. This
specific item is better for easier cleaning.
It is a lower strength than WHITE
LIGHTNING and WIRE WHEEL.
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

1) Mix 1 part cleaner with 4 parts water (1:4) depending
upon application. Pretest on an inconspicuous area before
applying.
2) Spray on one wheel at a time.
3) Allow to soak NO MORE THAN A MINUTE!!!!
4) Rinse thoroughly.
** REMEMBER: Repeated application will damage wheel surface.
Gold Touch, inc is not responsible for any possible damages
from the use or misuse of this product. READ PRODUCT LABEL
FOR FULL DETAILS.
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WHEEL CLEANERS

WHEEL ACID
MULE011D

PART #

SIZE

MULE011D 1G
MULE011D 5G
MULE011D 55G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gallon

PRICE

WHEEL ACID is a clear, extra-heavyduty, concentrated, acid-based liquid
fromulated to clean and brighten chromeplated wheels. Dillute (1:1)
Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.
Directions for Use:

1) Mix 1 part cleaner with 4 parts water (1:4) depending
upon application. Pretest on an inconspicuous area before
applying.
2) Spray on one wheel at a time.
3) Allow to soak NO MORE THAN A MINUTE!!!!
4) Rinse thoroughly
** REMEMBER: Repeated application will damage wheel surface.
Gold Touch, inc is not responsible for any possible damages
from the use or misuse of this product. READ PRODUCT LABEL
FOR FULL DETAILS.

ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER

MAG WHEEL NA

MULE0110

PART #

SIZE

MULE01101G
MULE01105G
MULE011055G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gallon

PRICE

MULEL02

PART #

SIZE

MULEL021G
MULEL025G
MULEL0255G

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gallon

PRICE

ALUMINUM BRIGHTNER is a concentrated
acid cleaner and brightener all-in-one. It
cleans and brightens chrome and mag
wheels. It can also be used for cleaning
truck beds and pontoon boats! ALUMINUM
BRIGHTNER rinses film free.

MAG WHEEL NA is a concentrated NONacid formula that leaves wheels sparkling
bright. It is formulated to quickly remove
surface contaminants from all types of
wheels and tires in one step. Great for
custom and clear coated wheels!

Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.

Use on cool surfaces. Wet surrounding
areas. Soap wash and rinse thoroughly.

Directions for Use:
1) Dilute up to (1:6) depending upon application. Pretest on an inconspicuous area before applying.
2) DO NOT APPLY TO PAINTED OR PLASTIC
SURFACES.
3) Dampen surface and surrounding areas prior to
applying chemical.
4) Spray on one wheel at a time.
5) Allow dwell time to NO MORE THAN A MINUTE.
6) Tough stains may require brushing.
7) Rinse thoroughly

Directions for Use:
1) Dilute product (1:4).
2) DO NOT APPLY TO PAINTED OR PLASTIC
SURFACES.
3) Dampen surface and surrounding areas prior to
applying chemical.
4) Spray directly on wheel and tire, allow to soak for
about 30 seconds, NO MORE THAN A MINUTE.
5) Pressure rinse wheel, tire and surrounding areas
thoroughly.

RETURN TO INDEX
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UNDERCOATING

AIR FRESHENERS

VENT CLIP AIR FRESHENERS
25 pieces per pack

Produces a fresh fragrance inside the
vehicles interior. Activates with air
flow. Easy clip on vent application.
Color coded for different fragrances.
Easily removed if not wanted.

PART #

SCENT

PRICE

MULAI5131EA ARCTIC ICE
MULCC5031EA CLEAN n FRESH
MULNT5121EA NAUTICAL
MULPB5171EA PACIFIC BREEZE
MULRF5061EA RAIN FOREST
ASK FOR OTHER SCENTS

HUD BRITE

AUTOBALM AIR FRESH

MULHUD12CS

PART #

SIZE

MULHUD12CS

1 case

MULE010

PRICE

HUD BRITE RUBBERIZED AEROSOL
UNDERCOAT protects metal from
moisture, road salt & gravel. Has
a deep black color. Great texture.
Paintable. Post & wood preserver. Can
also be used for concrete and asphalt
driveway crack sealers. SEALS OUT
DUST, FUMES, HEAT, COLD.

Directions for Use:

1) Hold can approximately 12-18 inches from surface.
2) Apply with sweeping, overlapping strokes.
3) Only a thin film is required for protection of metal surfaces.

PART #

SIZE

MULE010
MULE0101G

32oz
1 gallon

PRICE

Our AIR FRESH SCENTS are great for
removing odors quickly. It freshens
the air in a car, room, or office. They
are great to have around to make
your desired area smell amazing after
cleaning. These scents can also be
mixed with upholstery shampoo.
**Scents come in: Cherry, Strawberry,
Bubble Gum, New Car, Piña Coloda,
and Midnight Mist.
Directions for Use:
FOR USE IN SPRAY BOTTLE:
1) Mist under seats and dash using care not to spray
on electronic components.
FOR USE WITH A CARPET CLEANER:
1) Mix (2 capfuls) to a bucket of upholstery shampoo
(preferred use with AUTOBALM H.D. EXTRACTOR)
to deodorize and eliminate odors.

RETURN TO INDEX

PLEASE NOTE: image may not represent actual product.

AUTO VACCINE CHLORINE DIOXIDE
ODCONTROL
Chlorine Dioxide car interior odor eliminator.
Improves interior air quality and also clean
out air ventilating system and filters. Just add
water and let set for minimum of 2 hours to a
maximum of 24 hours depending on severity of
problem.

PART #

QTY

ODCONTROL

1-11
12 - up

PRICE
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BOTTLES and SPRAYERS
32 oz. SPRAY BOTTLE

MULCC20732NH2
This 32oz. (quart size) bottle is ideal for tire
dressings, all purpose cleaners, acids, air
fresheners, glass cleaners, and much more! It
fits all available sprayers that our company has
to offer. It is also convenient for pouring gallon
containers into these bottles for easy carrying
and application. Great for car washes and detail
shops.

12 oz. KETCHUP BOTTLE

PART #

QTY

MULCC20732NH2

ea

PRICE

MULCC2091NH2
This 12oz. ketchup bottle is great for
use during detailing, in body shops, or
for anyone who wishes to pour from one
gallon containers of waxes or compounds
for easy carrying and applications.

ACID AND CHEMICAL SPRAYER

QTY

MULTOL110580

ea

PRICE

FOAMING SPRAYER

QTY

MULTOL110531

ea

QTY

MULTOL110542

ea
RED/WHITE TRIGGER SPAYER
MULTOL110246
This sprayer is a shipper sprayer so it will not leak
upon turning or tipping over. It has a three finger
trigger for comfort.
- 9 1/4” Dip Tube
-NOT FOR ACID or TIRE
SHINE.
- 28/400 Thread Finish
-All purpose, glass

PRICE

ea

PART #

QTY

MULTOL110246

ea

PRICE

WATER NOZZLE

1 oz. pail pump with 15-1/2in dip tube. Fits 5 and
6 gallon pails with Rieke Sr. Flex Spout. Plunger
locks down for easy storage .GSP-01 1 oz. 5 & 6
gallon pail pump. 38/400 buttress adaptor.

MULTOL160108

PRICE

GENERAL USE/SHIPPER SPRAYER

PUMP NOZZLE FOR 5 GALLON PAIL
MULTOL160108

QTY

ea

PART #

PUMP NOZZLE

PART #

MULCC2091NH2

GRAY CHEMICAL RESISTANT TRIGGER SPAYER
MULTOL110542
This sprayer is designed with a synthetic O-ring
and piston cup to hold up to the harshest
chemicals. The applications of use include harsh
chemicals, D-limonen, Automotive, Car Wash,
Auto Detail, Carpet spot cleaning, tire shine, and
general detailing.
- 9 1/4” Dip Tube
-NOT FOR ACID
- 28/400 Thread Finish

WHITE FOAMER TRIGGER SPAYER
MULTOL110531
This sprayer is a foamer sprayer which helps
reduce the consuption of chemicals by turning the
liquid into foam. It is ideal for foaming all purpose
cleaners.
- 9 1/4” Dip Tube
- 28/400 Thread Finish

PART #

QTY PRICE

CHEMICAL RESISTANT SPRAYER

GOLD/BLACK ACID RESISTANT TRIGGER SPAYER
MULTOL110580
This sprayer is designed to extend product life
when used with acid solutions. It has up to 40%
greater output per stroke to reduce the number of
times you pull the trigger. Designed specifically to
be used with acid-based wheel cleaners.
- 9 1/4” Dip Tube Length
-28/400 Thread Finish

PART #

PART #

PRICE
PART #
MULVER571TFR

RETURN TO INDEX

INSULATED GRIP NOZZLE
MULVER571TFR
The original insulated pistol grip nozzle with a
threaded front. Great for spraying hot or cold
water as there is air between the outer grip and
the metal nozzle. Solid brass stem with permanent
adjusting nut and self-adjusting “duck” packing
for lifetime leak-proof seal. Insulated molded grip
for spraying hot or cold water. Self-adjusting duck
packing for lifetime leakproof seal. Male hose
threaded front for attaching accessories. Rubber
head guard to protect threads. Solid brass valve
stem with permanent adjusting nut. Hold-open clip
for continuous spraying.

QTY

PRICE

ea
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DETAIL BRUSHES

MUL85641 MUL85646 MUL85647

MUL85645 MUL85653 MUL85622 MUL85680 MUL85651 MUL85802 MUL85648 MUL85650

TOOTHBRUSH-STYLE BRUSHES

MUL85641 DETAIL BRUSH - STAINLESS STEEL
Easy “finger-grip” plastic block filled with Stainless Steel Wire makes
these brushes ideal for getting into small, virtually inaccessible areas of
carpet and upholstery.
Length: 7.25” Bristle Length: .50”
MUL85646 DETAIL BRUSH - WHITE NYLON
Ideal for getting into small, virtually inaccessible areas of carpet and
upholstery.
Length: 7.25” Bristle Length: .50”

VENT & DASH BRUSHES
MUL85651
MUL85802 PROFESSIONAL VENT & DASH BRUSH
Soft, natural boar bristles set in ferrule, for quick removal of dust and
debris from hard-to-clean seams in automobile dashboards, around
vents, radios and speakers.
85651 - Length: 6.00” Bristle Length: 1.87”
85802 - Length: 9.87” Bristle Length: 2.50”

PART #

QTY

MUL85651
MUL85802

PRICE

1		
1		

MUL85647 DETAIL BRUSH - HORSEHAIR
Easy “finger-grip” plastic block filled with Horsehair makes these
brushes ideal for getting into small, virtually inaccessible areas of carpet
and upholstery.
MUL85648 PROFESSIONAL PAINT BRUSH STYLE DETAIL BRUSH
Length: 7.25” Bristle Length: .50”
Paint brush style with China bristles, for cleaning around automobile
moldings and seams. Extremely effective in removing wax residue
MUL85645 DETAIL BRUSH - 3-PACK
around emblems.
Contains three detail brushes, one each of Nylon, Brass Wire and
85648 - Length: 6.50” Bristle Length: 0.62”
Stainless Steel. Brushes contain finger grooves a long handle to provide
PART
#
QTY
PRICE
extra gripping power.
MUL85648
1		
Length: 7.25” Bristle Length: .50”

DETAIL & PARTS BRUSHES

MUL85650 PROFESSIONAL PARTS CLEANING BRUSH
MUL85653 DUAL-PURPOSE DETAIL BRUSH
Designed to clean hard-to-reach areas like joints and fittings.
White Nylon bristles staple-set at each end of plastic handle. Dual brush
Length: 11.00” Bristle Length: 2.75”
heads allow for cleaning in the smallest areas. Great for fine detail
Filament Type: Black Polypropylene
work.
PART #
QTY
PRICE
Length: 7.00” Bristle Length: .43” & .18”
MUL85622 WOOD HANDLE DETAIL BRUSH - BLACK NYLON
Wood block handles fillled with Black Nylon. Ideal for getting into small
virtually inaccessible areas of engine, carpet or upholstery.
Length: 7.75” Bristle Length: .50”

MUL85650

1 		

MUL85680 WOOD HANDLE DETAIL BRUSH - HORSEHAIR
Horsehair bristles are staple-set in a wood handle. Use to clean parts,
seams and joints.
Length: 6.00” Bristle Length: .62”

PART #

QTY

MUL85641
MUL85646
MUL85647
MUL85645
MUL85653
MUL85622
MUL85680

ea		
ea
ea		
ea		
ea		
ea		
ea		

PRICE
MULRZ018

PART #

QTY

MULRZ018
MUL1009
MULHDD80074

ea		
ea		
ea		

PRICE

MUL1009
MULHDD80074
MULRZ018 SCREWDRIVER STYLE SCRAPER
Great for removing hard to reach stickers and decals. Screwdriver style handle. Use on
windshields, windows and glass. Convenient blade storage in handle (Replacement blade
included).
MUL1009 SINGLE EDGE RAZOR BLADES (Box of 100)
Notched, single edge replacement blades with sharp edges. Use for scraping, trimming and
cutting. Made of high carbon steel. Fits all standard razor blade holders.
MULHDD80074 PLASTIC RAZOR BLADES (Box of 100)
Notched, single edge plastic blades are user friendly. Perfect to use on plastic coated
windows or hard surfaces that can be marred or scratched by metal blades. Fits all standard
razor blade holders.

RETURN TO INDEX
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BRUSHES

MUL85611

MUL85614

MUL85601 MUL85602 MUL85637 MUL85600

UTILITY BRUSHES

QTY

MUL85611
MUL85614

PRICE

ea		
ea		

FENDER & GRILLE BRUSHES

MUL85601
MUL85602 PROFESSIONAL FENDER & GRILLE BRUSH
Natural Tampico bristles are staple-set into a sturdy foam or hardwood
block. Use to remove dirt and grime from body and grill. Use for light to
medium scrubbing - Medium Stiff Natural Bristles. Lightweight, durable
plastic handle blocks are great for tough cleaning jobs. Unlike wood,
these plastic handle blocks will not splinter, crack, or absorb oils and
water.
85601 - Length: 8.50” Bristle Length: 2.00”
85602 - Length: 20.00” Bristle Length: 2.00”

PART #
MUL85601
MUL85602

QTY

PRICE

MUL85600
MUL25601

QTY
ea		
ea		

PRICE

PART #

MUL85637

QTY

PRICE

ea

WIRE WHEEL SPOKE BRUSHES
MUL85631 PROFESSIONAL WIRE WHEEL SPOKE BRUSH - LARGE
Natural Tampico bristles twisted in a rust-resistant wire. Has a plain
sanded wood handle with hanger in the end. Ideal for removing builtup dirt between spokes. Great for cleaning trailer wheel rims.
Length: 17.00” Bristle Length: 3.00” Dia. to 1.25” Dia.
MUL85632 PROFESSIONAL WIRE WHEEL SPOKE BRUSH - SMALL
Cream Polypropylene bristles twisted in a plastic-coated wire for added
protection. Easy-grip plastic handle. Perfect for use between tight
spokes to remove built-up dirt. Great for cleaning trailer wheel rims.
Length: 11.25” Bristle Length: 2.00” Dia. to 1.00” Dia.
MUL920 PROFESSIONAL SMALL WHITE SPOKE BRUSH
White Nylon bristles. White plastic handle. Great for use in cleaning
between spokes or wheels to remove built-up dirt and road grim.
Length: 11.25”

PART #

QTY

PRICE

ea		
ea		
ea

WHEEL BRUSHES

MUL85600 PROFESSIONAL PET HAIR REMOVER BRUSH
Easily remove pet hair from inside automobiles, upholstery, carpets
and more. This rubber pet hair removal brush uses static electricity to
attract hair and lint. The squeegee edge can be used to remove water
from windows. The one piece molded rubber brush can also be used
wet to remove dirt and grime.
Length: 10.25” Bristle Length: .875”
MUL25601 SPEEDY STONE
Easily remove pet hair from interior carpets and upholstery. Pores
attract pet hair and remove them from the surface. Rounded shape for
easy grip.

PART #

MUL85637 PROFESSIONAL WHITE WALL/SIDEWALL TIRE BRUSHES
Densely packed Brass Wire, Steel Wire or Nylon bristles staple-set into a
foam block. Bristles are crimped for added strength. Great for cleaning
white sidewall tires and for stripping paint for home furniture refinishing.
Length: 8.50” Bristle Length: .75” Filament Type: Brass Wire

MUL85631
MUL85632
MUL920

ea		
ea		

PET HAIR REMOVERS

MUL920 MUL25699 MUL85637

WHITE WALL/SIDEWALL BRUSHES

MUL85611
MUL85614 PROFESSIONAL UTILITY SCRUB BRUSH
Bristles are staple-set into a heavy-duty Polypropylene block. Block will
not crack or absorb water. Polypropylene bristles provide for heavy-duty
scrubbing on floor mats, tires and in fender wells. Also ideal for food
service applications and institutional use. Lightweight, durable plastic
handle blocks are great for tough cleaning jobs. Unlike wood, these
plastic handle blocks will not splinter, crack or absorb oils or water.
Filament Type: Clear Polypropylene
Length: 20.00” Bristle Length: 2.00”

PART #

MUL25601 MUL85631 MUL85632

MUL25699 S.M. ARNOLD SELECT LUGNUT BRUSH
Designed to reach around any size lug nut. The handle features a soft
thermal rubber grip to prevent slippage when wet. The brush has three
separate wire loops loaded with flexible bristle to completely clean any
dirt and grime caught around the lug nuts perimeter. Length: 7.5”
MUL85629 S.M. ARNOLD SELECT WHEEL DETAIL BRUSH
Durable bristles twisted in wire to get dirt out of tight spaces fast and
easy. Conforms to any wheel. Filament Type: Polypropylene
Length: 10.50” Bristle Length: .50”

PART #

MUL25699
MUL85629

RETURN TO INDEX

QTY

PRICE

ea		
ea		
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BRUSHES
GTI913H
MULBRU6102R

MULBRU4116CB

MUL85673

MUL85671

MUL85608

MUL85609

MUL85808

BODY BRUSHES

MUL85808
MUL85809 PROFESSIONAL BODY BRUSH - SALT & PEPPER
Flagged-tip bristles are resistant to acids and detergents, and are
staple-set into a sturdy foam block. Provides for gentle washing of any
surface.
Filament Type: Salt & Pepper Polystyrene
85608 - Length: 8.50” Bristle Length: 2.00”
85609 - Length: 20.00” Bristle Length: 2.00”

QTY

MUL85608
MUL85609
MUL85808
MUL85809

PRICE

ea		
ea		
ea		
ea		

INDOOR PUSH BROOMS

MUL92011 MUL92012 MUL92014

TRUCK BRUSHES

MUL85608
MUL85609 PROFESSIONAL BODY BRUSH - GREEN
Flagged-tip bristles are resistant to acids and detergents, and are
staple-set into a sturdy foam block. Provides for gentle washing of any
surface.
Filament Type: Green Polystyrene
85608 - Length: 8.50” Bristle Length: 2.00”
85609 - Length: 20.00” Bristle Length: 2.00”

PART #

MUL85809

MULBRU4116CB BLUE WASHING SCRUBBING TRUCK BRUSH
Staple-set in an almost indestructable polypropylene block that will not
mar, scratch, warp or crack. Bristles are extremely soft, yet retain their
body when wet. Brush holds a lot of water, works well in some very
harsh chemical conditions and is totally uneffected by long expsure to
water. Use with or without the oversized red bumper.
Length: 10.00” Bristle Length: 2.50”
MUL85673 PROFESSIONAL CAR/TRUCK/VAN/RV WASH BRUSH - GREEN
Staple-set in an almost indestructable polypropylene block that will not
mar, scratch, warp or crack. Bristles are extremely soft, yet retain their
body when wet. Brush holds a lot of water, works well in some very
harsh chemical conditions and is totally uneffected by long expsure to
water. Use with or without the oversized white bumper.
Filament Type: Green Nylon
Length: 10.00” Bristle Length: 2.50”
MUL85671 PROFESSIONAL CAR/TRUCK/VAN/RV WASH BRUSH - BI-LEVEL
Densley filled flagged-tip bristles staple-set in a bi-level foam block with
one threaded fountain handle hole.
Filament Type: Green Nylon
Length: 10.00” Bristle Length: 2.50”

PART #

QTY

MULBRU4116CB
MUL85673
MUL85671

PRICE

ea		
ea		
ea		

BRUSH & BROOM HANDLES

USE ON: Tile - Garages - Basements - Fine Dirt & Dust - Varnished Wood
- Smooth Concrete - Highly Polished Floors
GTI913H 60” WOODEN HANDLE
Soft, Grey flagged-tip bristles are staple-set into a lacquered hard-wood
60” Wooden Handle with screw metal endpiece. Great for car wash
block with two ACME-threaded holes. Recommended for sweeping
brushes and Snow Pro brushes.
smooth, highly polished floors, varnished wood and smooth concrete.
MULBRU6102R 60” TELESCOPIC FLOW-THRU HANDLE
Soft Bristles will sweep fine dust and grit.
Telescopic Flow-Thru Handle with On/Off valve. Extends from 36” to
PART #
QTY
PRICE
60”.

MUL92011 (18”)
MUL92012 (24”)

ea		
ea		

PART #

QTY

GTI913H
MULBRU6102R

ea		
ea		

RETURN TO INDEX

PRICE
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CARPET & UPHOLSTERY BRUSHES
UPHOLSTERY & FLOOR MAT BRUSH

MUL85669
Burgundy Polypropylene bristles trimmed
flat for heavy-duty cleaning of upholstery
and floor mats. Bristles are staple-set in
heavy duty polypropylene block.
Length: 8.50”
Bristle Length: 1.00”
Filament Type: Burgundy Polypropylene.

CARPET & FLOOR MAT SCRUB BRUSH

MUL85634
Stiff Black Nylon bristles staple-set in a
solid plastic block. Use to scrub dirt and
grime from carpets and floor mats.
Length: 8.50”
Bristle Length: 1.00”
Filament Type: Black Nylon.

PART #

QTY

MUL85669

ea

PRICE

PART #

QTY PRICE

MUL85634

ea

MOP HEADS and KIT
CHENILLE WASH MOPS PROFESSIONAL

Soft, 100% Cotton Chenille gently washes away dirt
and grime. Choose 48” Aluminum Handle or 60” Flow
Thru Handle. Sold together as a kit or seperately as
replacement accessories.

PART #
MUL85332 (48” Handle only)
GTI913H (60” wood handle)
MUL85331 (Wash Mop Head)
MUL85334 (Rubber Pad)		

QTY

PRICE

ea
ea
ea
ea

HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL
WASH MOP HEAD
MUL85331
7” x 7.75” Head Cover Only
Fits 5.75” x 5.75” Rubber Pad

MOP RUBBER PAD
MUL85334
5.75” x 5.75”

FLOOR SQUEEGEE
HEAVY-DUTY MOSS
36” RUBBER FLOOR SQUEEGEE

MULBRU49830R

36” wide rubber floor squeegee. Constructed for tough, industrial usage, this work horse is proven effective in factories, supermarket warehouses,
auto body shops, detail shops and gas stations. The heavy-duty frame with 4” twin rubber blades moves large amounts of liquid while the builtin splash guard prevents spilling. Metal galvanized frame with reinfored handle socket. Uses 15/16” diameter handle. Handle not included.
Recommended handles: 60” Wood Handle w/ screw metal endpiece (GTI913H or MULBRU6102R on page 17).

RETURN TO INDEX

PART #

QTY PRICE

MULBRU49830R

ea
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CLEANING CLOTHS, DUSTERS and DRYERS

24”

WATER SPRITE 791 Sq. In.

MULWS816RS
Proven PVA material that gently
cleans and dries fine finished
surfaces. Actually lifts off residual
dirt and grime away from the
surface, leaving it clean and dry.
Unaffected by mildew, bacteria
or common household chemicals.
Use in place of a sponge or towel
and when wet, can be used
immediately upon removal from its
package.

FIREMAN’S CHAMOIS

MULEMGF001
Not a leather chamois, nor a terry
cloth - it’s the best drying tool
you’ll ever discover. This large
17” x 27” drying cloth soaks up
large volumes of water and other
liquids quickly. The soft absorbent
material will not scratch or leave
lint. The Fireman’s Friend is
machine washable and stores
easily in its own container. This
superior product is a must have!

PART #

QTY PRICE PART #

MULWS816RS

ea

MULEMGF001

LARGE CAR DUSTER
MUL25617
Soft, wax treated cotton fibers,
collect dust from cars, trucks, RVs
and boats. Safe for all surfaces.
Comes with convenient storage
pouch. DO NOT USE ON HOT
SURFACE; MAY CAUSE DAMAGE
TO WAX TREATED DUSTER.

MUL25618
MUL25617

The unique waffle weave allows for safe and superior drying and
detailing for your vehicle. Cleans and dusts without chemicals. Washes
and dries spot free. Machine washable. Do not use bleach or fabric
softeners. Wash separately.

MULHMFDTY1624
MULHMFDTB1624
MULHMFDTY2536
MULHMFDTB2536

YELLOW w/ BLACK TRIM
BLUE w/ BLACK TRIM
YELLOW w/ BLACK TRIM
BLUE w/ YELLOW TRIM

PRICE

GTI794504B
GTI794504G
GTI794504O
GTI794504Y

ea
ea

RETURN TO INDEX

QTY

PRICE

ea
ea
ea
ea

WYPALL TOWELS
MULKIM5120

-16 PK/CS
-2240 CT

PART #
MULKIM5120

16”x24”
16”x24”
25”x36”
25”x36”

PART #

QTY PRICE

MULTIPLE PART #s

SIZE

MULTIPLE PART #s
Microfiber is a revolutionary
polyester/polyamide fabric which
is 100 times finer than human
hair, containing 90,000 microfibers
per square inch. Captures dust,
dirt and grime. Cleans, dries and
shines a multitude of various
surfaces. 36 count packages.

MINI CAR DUSTER

JUMBO DRYING TOWELS

PART #

MICROFIBER TOWELS

MUL25618

QTY PRICE PART #
ea

12”

QTY PRICE
ea
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CAR WASH MITTS

SCRUBBER WASH MITT

MUL25327
Nylon mesh fiber is featured on one side permitting quick and easy
removal of bugs, tar and dirt. The plush fibers of this mitt create the
perfect tool for washing and scrubbing.
- 8” x 11”
- Includes cuff

PART #

QTY

MUL25327

ea

PRICE

SPUN GOLD® PROFESSIONAL WASH MITT

MUL85310
SPUN GOLD® wash mitts and pads are the finest car wash mitts available.
Made from heavy-duty long wearing Lorene synthetic fibers, these highly
efficient scratch-proof, double-faced mitts carry an abundance of soap
and water and withstand heat, gasoline and detergents.
- 8” x 11”
- Includes cuff

PART #

QTY

MUL85310

ea

PRICE

WATER BLADES

14” CLASSIC Y-BARTM DESIGN WATERBLADE®

11” ONE PASS® SOFT-N-DRYTM DESIGN WATERBLADE®

MUL25926
ONE PASS PATENTED Y-BARTM edge sheds water droplets easier. Easily
glides over and around chrome strips, sharp edges and grooves. Soft
Medical Grade Silicone Blade will not scratch.

MUL25925
ONE PASS PATENTED T-BAR® edge whisks away water. Soft Medical
Grade Silicone Blade will not scratch.

PART #

QTY

MUL25925
MUL25926

ea		
ea		

PRICE

RETURN TO INDEX
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MAGIC HAND CLEANER

SIMPLY THE BEST HAND CLEANER
EVER MADE!
This heavy duty solvent free, walnut shell based cleaner does it

all. It cleans the toughest soils, greases, inks, paints, and almost
anything else. Fortified with a new generation emolient package that
leaves your hands feeling great, doesn’t crack or dry hands. Thick
concentrated formula reduces hand soap use by up to 75%. The
concentrated one soap that does it all.
This a mechanics hand cleaning dream & environmentally safe!
Dispenser sold seperately.

PART #

QTY

MUL235883Z4EA
MUL499700

PRICE

ea
ea

MUL235883Z4

MUL499700

SPONGES and APPLICATORS
WAX & POLISH APPLICATORS
Poly sponge, encased in terry material, for applying
wax and polish to cars, furniture, and woodwork.

PART #

MUL85514
MULBONSQ1MF
COTTON/POLYESTER KNIT COTTON/POLYESTER KNIT
4.50”x3.50”x1.00”
4.50”x3.50”x1.00”

MUL85526
COTTON/POLYESTER KNIT
6.50”x4.12”x1.00”

QTY

MUL85514
MULBONSQ1MF
MUL85526
MUL85536
MUL85555

PRICE

ea		
ea		
ea		
ea		
ea		

MUL85536
MUL85555
100% COTTON TERRY WOVEN 100% COTTON TERRY VELOUR
6.50”x4.12”x1.00”
6.50”x4.12”x1.00”

MUL86503

TIRE DRESSER APPLICATOR
The Contour Tire Dressing Applicator conforms
to the shape of tires. Non-absorbing foam evenly
spreads tire dressing on the tire thereby using less
tire dressing and leaving an incredible shine every
time. The bottom of the curve of the applicator fits
between the tire and rim eliminating tire dressing
from getting on the rim. Also excellent for low
profile tires. Washable and reuable.

MUL85484

SURE SCRUB

TM

2

The Sure Scrub 2 will carry an
abundance of soap and water to
safely scrub away contaminants
without harming the surface. It’s
more flexible and easy to maneuver.
Tough, long lasting, highly efficient
and easily rinses clean. Place in cold
water for heavy-duty scrubbing and
warm water for gentle scrubbing.
3”x3”x5”

PART #

QTY PRICE

PART #

QTY

MUL86503

ea

MUL85484

ea

RETURN TO INDEX

MULBONBS2

BUG SPONGE
TA poly sponge encased in
nylon mesh. When wet, it
cleans dirt and grime from
windshields, chrome and
whitewalls.

PART #

QTY

MULBONBS2

ea

PRICE

PRICE
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BODY SHOP SUPPLIES
CLAY BARS

MUL200WL WHITE CORRECT-IT CLAY BAR
Fine grade clay is formulated to correct surface contamination without
an aggressive approach. Does not require heavy pressure to correct
serious surface problems. Ideal for new car preparation when general
surface smoothing is needed. Best choice for removal of rail head dust,
i.e. iron particles and common airborne pollutants. 200 gram brick. VOC
compliant and environmentally friendly!
MUL200DG DARK GREY CORRECT-IT CLAY BAR
Medium grade clay is more aggressive and
suitable for more serious surface contaminants.
Ideal for high volume reconditioning prior
to surface polishing and waxing. Body shop
friendly, excellent for removal of primer and
airborne paint overspray. Contains no silicone
and is non-toxic. 200 gram brick.
VOC compliant and environmentally friendly!

PART #

QTY

MULTEC507
MULTEC511

ea		
ea		

PRICE

SPEEDY SURFACE PREP TOWELS

CORRECT-IT SUPPLIES

MULTEC1070
MULTEC506
MULTEC1070 CORRECT-IT CLAY PAD
This particular pad is designed to hold 180 or 200 gram brick. It is velcro
backed to work with all random orbital polishers. This cuts the labor time
in half!

PART #

QTY

MULTEC1070

ea 		

PRICE

MULTEC506 CORRECT-IT LIQUID (16oz)
Contains no silicone, wax or hazardous ingredients. It is a body shop
safe product. It is to be used as a clay bar lubricant. Works great on all
painted surfaces. It also has a wonderful grape fragrance.

PART #

QTY

MULTEC506

ea 		

PRICE

SMART ERASER PAD
MULAST400E SMART ERASER PAD
• Developed to dramatically reduce time spent on the
removal of Pinstripes, Adhesive and Double Faced
Tape
• Fast and easy
• Molded rubber with 5/16” - 24 thread arbor
• Pad size: 3-1/2”

MULSSP580
MULSSP589
MULSSP580 SPEEDY SURFACE PREP TOWELS 12”x12” Fine (Grey)
MULSSP589 SPEEDY SURFACE PREP TOWELS 12”X12” Medium (Blue)
Speedy removal of surface contaminants. Easy to use with less effort.
Leaves surface smooth as glass. Use Fine Grade for new or dark colored
vehicles. Use Medium Grade for medium to heavy contaminants. Lasts
longer than regular clay bars.

PART #

QTY

MULSSP580
MULSSP589

ea		
ea		

• For use with Astro model # 533ET or 1208A
• USE WITH MAXIMUM RATED 4000RPM TOOL
• NOT FOR USE WITH STANDARD NON-GEARED DIE
GRINDERS

PRICE

PART #

QTY

MULAST400E

ea

PRICE

GLOVES

MULSAS6603

MULNO123

MULSAS6603 SAS SAFETY THICKSTER EX
Thickster gloves are lightly powdered
examination grade gloves. use only. These
gloves have extra-thick latex protection and
a textured grip. 50 ambidextrous gloves per
box.

PART #		
MULSAS6603L
MULSAS6604XL
MULSAS6605XXL

PRICE

MULMK296

MULN0123 MICROFLEX NITRON ONE
Nitron One are lightly powdered nitrile
examination gloves. Single use only. Not
made from natural rubber latex. Beaded
cuff for increased tear resistance. Textured,
lightly powdered. 100 ambidextrous gloves
per dispenser box.

PART # 		

PRICE

MULN0123S
MULN0123L
MULN0123XL

RETURN TO INDEX

MULMK296 MICROFLEX MIDKNIGHT BLACK
MidKnight are powder free Nitrile
examination gloves. Single use only. They
are fully textured gloves. 100 ambidextrous
gloves per box.

PART #

PRICE

MULMK296S
MULMK296M
MULMK296 L
MULMK296XL
MULMK296XXL
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BUFFING and POLISHING PADS
STANDARD PROFESSIONAL
COMPOUNDING & BUFFING PADS
MULSM57475

Removes oxidized paint and scratches
PART #

QTY

MULSM57475
MULSM57575
MULSM58480

PRICE

ea
ea
ea

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL
COMPOUNDING & BUFFING PADS

MULSM57575

Bolt-on
-ORwith Loop Backing
which speedily attaches to Hook
Backing Plate #69-080 (sold

separately).

DOUBLE-SIDED COMPOUNDING &
BUFFING PADS

MULSM57475
100% twisted 4-ply wool. Dissipates heat,
washable, with perfect balance.
• 7/8” Arbor Hole
• Bolt-on
• 7.5in Diameter
• 2in Pile
• Style B

MULSM58480
100% twisted 4-ply wool. Easy to use and
flexible. Specially designed for compounding and
general buffing. For use with Extender Bolt
#69-100. (sold separately).
• 8in Diameter
• 1.25in Pile
• Style DS

BUFFING is the removal of a thin layer of
dull paint created by oxidization, or where
the paint has been sprayed onto a car
unevenly leaving bumps or ridges on the
surface. The paint has to be smoothed or
rubbed out by using liquid compound and
a buffing pad. It will put a light shine on
the car. Using a light grit liquid compound
ensures that you don’t remove too thick of
a layer of paint off the cars finish.

All Loop-Backed Pads with 7/8” Arbor Hole
come with a Self-Centering Pilot Tool.

COMPOUNDING is the quick removal of
scratches or the removal of paint off a
car by using a compounding pad and
liquid compound. Liquid compound is
a form of liquid sandpaper and, like
sandpaper, comes in different grits.
MULSM58480

POLISHING is done prior to waxing. Polish is a
rich paint conditioner that restores valuable oils
to the paint, eliminates fine scratches, swirls and
imperfections while creating an incredible deep
gloss.
DOUBLE SIDED SINGLE-PLY POLISHING PAD
SPIN BRITE®
For
MULSM58586
Soft yellow wool and synthetic single-ply yarn. Perfect
balance. Washable in cold water. Safe for all painted
surfaces. For use with Extender Bolt #69-100.

WAXING provides a protective shell over the surface
of your car to protect it from the harsh elements of
man and nature. It helps deepen and enhance gloss
after polishing. (see page 25 for the Orbital Bonnets used
to achieve the best waxing results.)

final finishing and

CURVED EDGE SINGLE-PLY POLISHING PAD
SPIN BRITE®
polishing

(sold separately).
•
•
•
•

7/8” Arbor Hole
8in Diameter
1.25in Pile
Style DS

MULSM57575
100% twisted 4-ply wool. Dissipates heat,
washable, with perfect balance. Includes
Centering Pilot Tool.
• 7/8” Arbor Hole
• Loop Backing
• 7.5in Diameter
• 2in Pile
• Style L

PART #

QTY

MULSM58586
MULSM59583
MULSM69100

ea
ea
ea

PRICE

MULSM59583
Soft yellow wool and synthetic single-ply yarn. Perfect
balance. Washable in cold water. Safe for all painted
surfaces. With Loop Backing which speedily attaches to
Hook Backing Plate #69-080 (sold separately). Includes
Centering Pilot Tool.
• 7/8” Arbor Hole
• Loop Backing
• 8in Diameter
• 1.5in Pile
• Style L

EXTENDER BOLT

MULSM58586

MULSM69100
Used to extend spindle on
polishing machine. Use
with Backing Plates and
Double-Sided Pads.
• 5/8” x 11” Thread

RETURN TO INDEX

MULSM59583
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BUFFING and POLISHING PADS
COOL-IT® CURVED EDGE BUFFING PAD by SPEEDY FOAM® - 50 PPI
MULSM44669

Polyester foam pad. Soft, pliable and tough. Specially designed for light compounding
and paint oxidation removal on clear coat finishes. Features dished-in loop backing for
easy centering of Hook Backing Plate #69-080 (sold separately).
• Loop Backing
• 9in Diameter
• 1in Pad Depth
• Style L

COOL-IT® has a specially designed
pattern cut in the foam which opens
up as the polishing machine is in
operation, relieving pressure on the
painted surface to COOL-IT® . This
traps excess polish & compound
and keeps the surface lubricated to
help prevent swirls, paint burning,
separation and greying.
COOL-IT® RECESSED FOAM POLISHING PAD by
SPEEDY FOAM® - 70 PPI

MULSM44737
Polyester foam pad. Soft, pliable and tough. Eliminates
swirl marks and prevents paint burning or greying. Features
recessed loop back for extra protection from the edges of
the hook backing plate and easy self-centering of Hook
Backing Plate #69-080.
• Loop Backing
• 9in Diameter
• 1in Pad Depth
• Style L

MULSM44669

YELLOW FOAM is best used on clear coat finishes.

PART #

QTY

MULSM44669 (yellow) ea
MULSM44737 (blue) ea
MULSM44659 (black) ea

PRICE

COOL-IT® CURVED EDGE FOAM POLISHING PAD
by SPEEDY FOAM® - 50 PPI

MULSM44659
Polyester foam pad. Soft, pliable and tough. Eliminates
swirl marks and prevents paint burning or greying. Features
dished-in loop backing for easy centering of Hook Backing
Plate #69-080 (sold separately).
• Loop Backing
• 9in Diameter
• 1in Pad Depth
• Style L

MULSM44737

BLUE FOAM is best used for polishing.

LARGE PROFESSIONAL HOOK BACKING
PLATE w/ J-HOOK MATERIAL
MULSM69080

MULSM44659

BLACK FOAM is best for final finishing and polishing.
All Loop-Backed Pads with 7/8” Arbor Hole
come with a Self-Centering Pilot Tool.

RETURN TO INDEX

J-Hook Style designed for fast
hook and loop attachment
of 7”-9” pads that have loop
material backings.
• 7.125in Diameter
• Fits 5/8” x 11” Arbor
Spindle

MULSM69080

PART #

QTY

MULSM69080

ea

PRICE
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BUFFING and POLISHING PADS
SCHLEGEL® DOUBLE-SIDED COMPOUNDING PAD
MULSCH5501

Schlegel buffing pads have been the preferred choice of professional
automotive refinishers and detailers for over 50 years. A quality finish
requires a quality buffing/polishing pad...and nobody beats Schlegel
quality. All of Schlegel’s products have been designed to meet optimum
performance standards, which have been developed through extensive
product testing. Schlegel has a pad to fit every need of the Paint, Body
& Equipment (PBE) professional.
The #5501 combines unsurpassed quality and Fast Change convenience for those
professionals who prefer double-sided pads that deliver outstanding results.
• Performance Balanced for 5/8” x 11” Threaded Adaptors
• 100% 4-ply twisted wool yarn
• 7in Diameter
PART #
QTY PRICE
• 1-1/2″ pile height (each side)

MULSCH5501

ea

MULSCH5501

MEGUIARS® PROFESSIONAL SOFT BUFF 8” FOAM CUTTING PAD
MULMEGW7000

Foam cutting action without leaving swirl marks created by wool pads. Removes
moderate surface imperfections. Exclusive foam cell structure improves air flow. Quick
change Hook & Loop backing system. 8 inch pad for fast coverage of larger areas. Must
be use with a 6” backing plate.

PART #

QTY

MULMEGW7000

ea

PRICE

MULMEGW7000

PRESTA® BLACK DOUBLE-SIDED CUTTING PAD WOOL
MULPES890083WD

100% Wool (twisted). 7.25” in Diameter. 1.5” thick wool pile. Heavy cut compounding
pad. Works best with Presta Ultra Cutting Creme. Includes The Edge P.L.U.S. (Pad Life
Utility Sensor), Quik Connect and Quik Centering. Use this to buff until you see the Red
Wear Indicator, letting you know that it’s time to replace your pad. Operate at 1200-2000
RPM, never exceed 2500 RPM. Buff flat to prevent damage, never buff at a sharp angle
which may cause damage or swirl marks.

PART #

QTY

MULPES890083WD

ea

PRICE

MULPES890083WD

RETURN TO INDEX
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ORBITAL BONNETS
Orbital Bonnets feature ultra-thin fibers to create a greater work surface, eliminating the need to polish the same
area repeatedly. The result is an ultimate, high-gloss finish, with minimal effort.

S.M. ARNOLD® POLYESTER FOAM ORBITAL BONNET PROFESSIONAL
MULSM47110

Durable tear-resistant foam with 1.50” heavy-duty elastic. Designed for finishing.
For a high-gloss, swirl-free finish. Machine washable.
Fits 9” - 10” Orbital Machines.

PART #

QTY

MULSM47-110

ea

PRICE

S.M. ARNOLD® TERRY MICROFIBER BONNET PROFESSIONAL
MULSM47110

For use on most surfaces where a deep, high-gloss shine is needed
Fits 11” Orbital Machines.

PART #

QTY

MULSM47102

ea

PRICE

12” BONNET
MULBON12

For applying and removing wax.

PART #

QTY

MULBON12

1

PRICE

9” - 10” BONNET
MULBON910

For applying and removing wax.

PART #

QTY

MULBON910

ea

PRICE

RETURN TO INDEX
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3M COLLISION REPAIR SOLUTIONS
3M™ Wool Polishing Pads combine the fast, sharp cut of wool with fine blended fibers for attaining high gloss on
composite surfaces during auto body repair. Double-sided pads feature a soft edge to protect body lines, and firm,
lightweight center support for consistent contact with the surface. Single-sided pads have hook and loop attachments
for fast change-outs on multi-stage applications.

3MTM SUPERBUFFTM III 2+2 BUFFING PAD
MUL05704

60/40 blended wool pad with a stiffer central hub for more cutting power.
Excellent for all paints and clears. Twice the usable buffing surface and has
an untwisted yarn construction that gives excellent cut and finish. Use with
3M™ 05710 screw on adapter. Suggested for use with Perfect-It™ Rubbing
Compounds.

PART #

QTY

MUL05704

ea

PRICE

3MTM SUPERBUFFTM POLISHING PAD
MUL05705

Double-sided, soft edge polishing pad designed for use with a polisher
and glaze. Superbuff™ polishing pad is made with extremely fine fibers to
produce high gloss on paint surfaces. Pad has its own built in, lightweight
support system. Use with 3M Machine Polishes. For use with 3M™ Adaptor,
05710. Proven performer. Maximum Operating Speed: 2,000 RPM

PART #

QTY

MUL05705

ea

PRICE

3MTM HOOK-IT PLUSTM COMPOUNDING PAD
MUL05711

Single Sided Blended wool compounding pad used to refine P1200 and
finer sand scratches and other paint surface defects. For use with 3M™
Compounds and 3M™ Hookit™ backing plates, part numbers 05717 or
05718. Proven performer.

PART #

QTY

MUL05711
MUL05717
MUL05718

ea
ea
ea

PRICE

3MTM SCREW-ON BUFFING PAD ADAPTER
MUL05710

Adaptor for use with 3M™ Screw On Double Sided Buffing pads (Part
Numbers 05703, 05704, and 05705). Works with 3M™ Perfect-It™ Backup
Pad 05718. Formerly sold as 3M™ Superbuff™ Adaptor, 05710

PART #

QTY

MUL05710

ea

PRICE

RETURN TO INDEX
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3M COLLISION REPAIR SOLUTIONS
3M™ Perfect-It™ system was created to produce show-room grade finishes with deep color and rich gloss. The level
of work and stages needed for paint repair depend on the severity of the paint imperfection and Perfect-It™ provides
an effective solution for any level of clear coat and paint repair. The commitment to continual product development
ensures a stream of innovative solutions resulting in quicker job throughout, consistent quality results and reduced
costs.
3MTM FOAM COMPOUNDING PAD, SINGLE-SIDED, FLAT BACK
MUL05723

Coarse foam compounding pad used to apply compound to remove
sanding scratches and swirls. Medium cut. Convoluted foam face design
holds compounds better to reduce slinging of compound. Single Sided
Foam Compounding Pad used to refine P1200 or finer sand scratches.
Flat back design. Suggested for use with Perfect-It™ Rubbing Compound
(39060, 06085, 06086). Use backup pads 05717 or 05718.

PART #

QTY

MUL05723

ea

PRICE

3MTM FOAM POLISHING PAD, SINGLE-SIDED, FLAT BACK
MUL05725

Single Sided Gray Foam Polishing Pad used to remove compound swirl
marks and fine paint surface defects. Flat back design. Proven performer.
Convoluted foam face produces wheel/swirl free paint finish when used
with 3M™ Perfect-It™ Machine Polish (06064 or 06065). Attaches to either
3M™ Hookit™ Back Up Pad (05717) or 3M™ Perfect-It™ Back Up Pad
(05718).

PART #

QTY

MUL05725

ea

PRICE

3MTM PERFECT-ITTM PLUS ROUNDED EDGE FOAM
POLISHING PAD

MUL05735
Convoluted foam face. Has new rounded edge for added protection.
Attaches to either 3M™ Hookit™ Pad 05717 or 3M™ Perfect-It™ Pad
05718

PART #

QTY

MUL05735

ea

PRICE

3MTM PERFECT-ITTM ULTRAFINE FOAM POLISHING PAD,
SINGLE-SIDED, INSET

MUL05733
High Performance Single Sided Blue Foam Polishing Pad. Eliminates swirl
marks on painted surfaces; even on difficult dark colored cars. Unique
inset design. Use with Perfect-It™ Ultrafine Machine Polish 06068 (quart)
or 06069 (gallon) and 3M™ Hookit™ back up pads, part numbers 05717 or
05718. The Perfect-It brand means this is 3M’s highest performing single
sided ultrafine foam polishing pad.

PART #

QTY

MUL05733

ea

PRICE

RETURN TO INDEX
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3M COLLISION REPAIR SOLUTIONS

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPOUNDS AND POLISHES

MMM36060

3M

TM

MMM06064

STANDARD COMPOUNDS AND POLISHES

MMM06068

PERFECT-IT EX RUBBING COMPOUND
TM

MMM36060
3M’s best rubbing compound when looking for the highest level of
performance: Easiest clean up. Less sling and powdering. Very smooth
handling. Performs better than other compounds in all conditions,
especially hot and humid conditions.
Unique formula quickly removes P1200 grade and finer sand scratches
and other surface defects. The Perfect-It™ brand means this is 3M’s
highest performing vehicle appearance product.

PART #

QTY

MMM36060

ea

MMM06064
High Performance Machine Polish. Quickly and effectively removes
compound swirl marks and produces an outstanding finish. Good
handling, easy cleanup. The Perfect-It brand means this is 3M`s highest
performing machine polish.

PART #

QTY
ea

MMM06068
Our high-performance ultrafine machine Polish has a unique formula
eliminates swirl marks and produces a high gloss finish, even on the most
difficult dark-colored vehicles. Good handling, easy cleanup. The PerfectIt EX brand means this is the highest-performing 3M ultrafine machine
polish.

PART #

QTY
ea

PRICE

RUBBING COMPOUND

PART #

QTY

MMM05973

ea

PRICE

3MTM MACHINE POLISH

MMM05996
Uniquely formulated to remove compound swirl marks. Contains no waxes
or silicones. Best for dark colored paint finishes. Less clean up required.

PART #

QTY

MMM05996

ea

PRICE

3MTM HAND GLAZE

MMM05990
Non-silicone, non-wax hand glaze. Recommended for use by hand to
increase surface gloss and to clean up spatter or residue after machine
glazing all types of refinish or factory applied automotive paints. This
product has been formulated to work on all colors and can be painted
over. To minimize the possibility of staining, do not apply in direct sunlight
or onto a hot surface.

3Ms fastest cutting, longest lasting abrasive for saving
labor costs and improving quality. 5.5” x 9” sheets

3MTM WETORDRYTM SHEET, 1000 grit

MUL02021
Levels orange peel, dust nibs or paint runs in refinish
acrylic lacquer paint. 100 sheets/pack
3MTM WETORDRYTM SHEET, 1500 grit MUL02023
Levels minor dust nibs and for light sanding to adjust
mismatched orange peel on all automotive paints.
100 sheets/pack

PART #

MMM05990

MMM05973
Use with 3M Perfect-It Foam Compounding Pad, part number 05723.
Specially designed medium cutting, liquid compound for removing 1200,
1500, and 2000 grit sanding scratches in automotive paints including
clear coats.

PRICE

3MTM PERFECT-ITTM EX ULTRAFINE MACHINE POLISH

MMM06068

3M

MMM05996

PRICE

3MTM PERFECT-ITTM MACHINE POLISH

MMM06064

MMM05973
TM

QTY

PRICE

MUL02021 (1000 grit) ea
MUL02023 (1500 grit) ea

RETURN TO INDEX

PART #

QTY

MMM05990

ea

PRICE

MICRO GLAZE
SWIRL REMOVER

MULTEC56532
Micro Glaze Swirl Remover is a
specially formulated cleaner ideal
forremoving hairline scratches
and swirl marks. Contains no
harsh abrasives. Great for hand or
machine application.

PART #
MULTEC56532

QTY PRICE
ea
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